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ABSTRACT 
Though formal linguistics may seem far removed from projects of decolonization, the 
materials with which linguists work are often rich with insights into other ways of knowing, 
other ways of living, and, for the purposes of this volume, other ways of navigating colonial 
power.  Pakani, a story gathered within a larger project to understand the grammar of the 
Gorwaa language, is a vivid account of how the Gorwaa people responded to a mandatory 
military training programme in which every able-bodied young man was to be sent far away 
from the traditional homeland and incorporated into a national fighting force.  For a 
descriptive linguist, Pakani is a useful source of grammatical structures.  For a reader 
interested in learning about how one group of people engaged with the sweeping changes 
brought about by European colonization of East Africa, Pakani represents one of the few 
Gorwaa accounts available in English.  This paper presents 134 lines of the Pakani story, 
transcribed, translated into English, along with a linguistic gloss of the words.  Additionally, 
each line of text given may be resolved back to its original utterance in an open access 
audiovisual record available online through the Endangered Languages Archive at SOAS.  
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INTRODUCTION 
As a descriptive linguist, much of my work revolves around grammatical structures: 
observing their distribution, describing their properties, and explaining the system 
underlying their instantiation.  As highly removed from projects of decolonization as this 
may seem, the materials with which linguists work are often rich with insights into other 
ways of knowing, other ways of living, and, for the purpose of this current volume, other 
ways of navigating colonial power. 

Pakani, a story gathered within a larger project to understand the grammar of the Gorwaa 
language, is a vivid account of how the Gorwaa people responded to a mandatory military 
training programme in which every able-bodied young man was to be sent far away from 
the traditional homeland and incorporated into a national fighting force.  For a descriptive 
linguist, Pakani is a useful source of grammatical structures, lain out below in detail.  For a 
reader interested in learning about how one group of people engaged with the sweeping 
changes brought about by European colonization of East Africa, Pakani represents one of the 
few Gorwaa accounts available in English. 

Put differently, the current paper is an exercise in multi-use archiving.  Collected by a 
linguist, the Pakani story -- a Gorwaa oral text translated into English as part of the process of 
linguistic analysis -- is now, with the informed consent of Aakó Bu’ú Saqwaré, openly 
available online, and accessible to virtually anyone with Internet access.  As description of 
the Gorwaa language continues, so too will the volume and variety of Gorwaa materials 
(made by Gorwaa people and often, as with Pakani, with a Gorwaa audience in mind) 
increase.  For linguists, this is valuable in that it increases the grammatical structures 
available for the analysis of an underdocumented language.  For those engaged in projects of 
decolonization, this represents a growing body of insight and experience from a people who 
have experienced (and still do experience) colonialism, and who have come to engage with it 
in their own way.  

BACKGROUND 
The Gorwaa constitute a small ethnic group of the eastern branch of the Eastern Tanzanian 
Rift, and are concentrated primarily in Manyara region, especially in and around Babati and 
its nearby lake.  At the time of recording, the Gorwaa were primarily farmers, but also keep 
small flocks of goats, sheep, and cattle (all three of which play an important role in Gorwaa 
culture and their pastoralist identity).  The Gorwaa language itself is South Cushitic 
(phylum: Afro-Asiatic), therefore making it markedly different from the majority of 
languages in the country, which are Bantu.  Recent changes to Gorwaa society, including 
increasing urbanization and a national government policy which all but bans local languages 
being used in public life has meant that fewer people are speaking Gorwaa, and fewer 
children are learning Gorwaa.  As a result, the Gorwaa language is endangered, and will face 
significant challenges to remain spoken into the coming centuries (Harvey 2018: 37-46).  
Academic work about the Gorwaa people and language is scarce, but some sources include 
early accounts from explorers (Seidel (1910), Obst (1913), Reche (1914)), a traditional story 
transcribed and translated into German (Heepe (1930)), a pair of ethnographical accounts 
(Bagshawe (1930), Wada (1984)), a linguistic analysis in which some Gorwaa data is used in 
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comparison with another nearby Cushitic language, Iraqw (Whiteley (1958)), a detailed 
examination of forestry and land-use in and around Babati (Maganga (1995)), and a PhD 
dissertation on nominal morphosyntax including a sketch grammar (Harvey (2018)). 

Pakani was recorded on the 2nd of November, 2015 in Yerotonik village, itself a small 
community in Manyara Region, north-central Tanzania.  The storyteller is Aakó Bu’ú 
Saqwaré, a consummate singer and knowledge-holder.  Born in 1954, Aakó Bu’ú was 61 
years old at the time of telling and has spent all of his life in and around what may be 
construed as the traditional Gorwaa homeland. 

Pakani, itself a word borrowed from Swahili, meaning ‘borderland’ is the story of a 
historical event which took place either before or shortly after Aakó Bu’ú’s birth (that is, it is 
not told from his personal memory, but has been told to him either in whole or in parts).  It 
happens during a time when the British colonial power exercised Indirect Rule over what is 
now Tanzania: a policy wherein ethnic groups were governed through chiefs and subchiefs, 
who in turn were compelled in various ways to carry out the agendas of the colonial 
administration (Cameron 1937, Ingham 1965, Graham 1976, and Iliffe 1979).  In the Gorwaa 
context, this meant that the existing hereditary chiefdom of the Harna/aa clan was given 
extraordinary new powers to levy taxes, execute colonial works projects such as forest-
clearing, as well as punish those who did not comply (often through fines or corporal 
punishment).  This particular story recalls the fallout from the imposition of mandatory 
military training: the ways and means employed by the paramount chief Dodó Uwo (also 
pronounced Dodoód) to ensure compliance from his people, and the resistance and defiance 
of those young men targeted. 

The story begins in the miombo woodlands characteristic of the area: hilly forests of 
bracystegia within which the young men of Gorwaaland had withdrawn (ln.8-16), seeking 
safety in numbers from the boyáy (c.f. English ‘boy’), low-level village headmen employed by 
Dodó to arrest the young men for transport to the Kenyan border in the north of the country 
for six months of dangerous military training.  Having seen that physical force alone would 
not work in achieving the desired number of recruits, Dodó turns to the help of the 
traditional doctors Barandi Kulee and Leeli Tumla, and together they create a powerful 
medicine to compel the recalcitrant youth to lay down their weapons and to go to the 
recruiting station of their own accord (ln.17-34).  At Babati, the largest community in the 
area, the youth were weighed (ln.35-47).  If an individual was deemed fit, they would be put 
on a lorry and brought north to the Kenyan border (pakani).  Images of desperation are 
evoked here: fathers pleading with Dodó to spare their sons, going so far as to offer prized 
cattle in exchange for their freedom.  The fear and anger of the recruits is also evident once 
they board the transport vehicles (ln.48-61), where Dodó’s medicine seems to wear off and 
they begin cursing him for selling them to a foreign land full of danger and uncertainty.  
Dodó isn’t, however, the unscrupulous profiteer the youth see him as.  During the military 
training, the Gorwaa traditional doctors under Dodó’s employ are all busy preparing 
protective medicine to keep the young trainees safe while far from home (ln.62-72).  They go 
so far as to bewitch a bird to fly to the borderland and bring back news of their plight.  Upon 
their return, however (ln.73-100), the youth lambast Dodó in a defiant song, calling the 
paramount chief and his co-conspirators liars.  Enraged at the thankless youth (ln.101-120), 
Dodó visits the rainmakers, powerful men and women with whom he has traditionally acted 
as an intermediary for his people.  Once there, he conducts rituals which disrupt the seasonal 
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rains on which his people rely for their food, delivering a devastating multi-year famine as 
retribution for their contempt.  Following three years of famine (ln.121-124), the customary 
Gorwaa elders gather to mediate a solution.  The youth, no doubt ruined by the lack of 
harvest, ask forgiveness from their leader and administrator Dodó, cattle are brought as 
ritual atonement, and the rains return once again. 

This is, of course, one reading of a complex text, and the reader is challenged to come up 
with their own.  This is facilitated by the provision of the transcription, free translation, and 
linguistic gloss below.  Additionally, the audio and video associated with this story are 
openly available as part of the Gorwaa deposit at SOAS’ Endangered Languages Archive 
(Harvey 2017).  Below, the title of the story has been given along with an alphanumeric code 
([20151202e]): the unique identifying number of the recording which allows the reader to 
locate the recording within the archive.  This can be done by visiting the deposit page 
(https://elar.soas.ac.uk/Collection/MPI1014224) and entering the unique identifying 
number into the box titled ‘Search this deposit’ in the upper left corner, as shown in Figure 1.  
This will lead to the contents of the specific bundle, which can be viewed and downloaded. 
	

	
Figure 1: Deposit page with ‘Search this deposit’ in the upper left 

The number given to each line of text corresponds to the number of the phrase segment in 
the ELAN (.eaf) file.  Once the reader has accessed the bundle from the deposit page, they 
may download its contents (.wav and/or .mp4, and .eaf), and simply search within the 
ELAN file to the exact number cited (as shown in Figure 2) in order to listen to and view the 
exact moment in the recording in which the utterance of choice was produced. 
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Figure 2: ELAN file with ‘phrase segment number’ as the fourth tier from the bottom 

THE STORY 
PAKANI [20151202E]1,2 

	 	
                                                                                                               
1 Correspondence between special characters in the Gorwaa orthography and pronunciation (IPA symbol): ny [ɲ], 
ng [ŋ], ‘ [Ɂ], q [q’], sh [ʃ], x [χ], hh [ħ], / [ʕ], y [j], sl [ɬ], ch [tʃ], j [dƷ], ts [ts’], tl [tɬ’], kw [kw], gw [gw], ngw [ŋw], qw 
[q’w], xw [χw].  A single vowel is short in length (e.g. o [o]), and a double vowel is long in length (e.g. oo [o:]).  
Vowels without an accent diacritic are level pitch-accent.  Vowels with an acute diacritic are rising pitch accent.  
Vowels with a grave diacritic are falling pitch-accent.  Vowels with a circumflex diacritic are rising-falling pitch 
accent.  
2 Glossing generally follows the Leipzing Glossing Conventions.  Abbreviations: A = agent of transitive clause; 
Abl = ablative; Ana = anaphoric pronoun; Aux = auxiliary; Back = background ‘tense’; Consec = consecutive 
‘tense’; Dem1 = demonstrative, first degree deixis; Dem2 = demonstrative, second degree deixis, Dem3 = 
demonstrative, third degree deixis, Dem4 = demonstrative, fourth degree deixis; Emph = emphasis; Expect = 
expectative aspect; F = feminine gender; Fr = feminine r-type subgender; Ft = feminine t-type subgender; Imp = 
imperative mood; Imprf = imperfective aspect; L = linker; Lat = lative; LPA = level pitch accent; M = masculine 
gender; Mk = masculine k-type subgender; Mo = masculine o-type subgender; MP = mediopassive voice; N = 
neuter gender; Na = neuter a-type subgender; N� = neuter �-type subgender; Neg = negative; P = patient of 
transitive clause, or speech act participant; Poss = possessive determiner; Prep = preposition; Prf = perfect aspect; 
Pro = pronoun; Prohib = prohibitive mood; Pst = past tense; Q = question; Reas = reason; Red = reduplication; S = 
sole argument of intransitive clause; Temp = temporal; Top = topic; Vent = ventive; 1 = 1st person; 2 = 2nd 
person; 3 = 3rd person  
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